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BLENDED   
SCOTCH   
WHISKY  
Mixed from at least two, but often more kinds of 
single malt and grain whisky from various distilleries. 
Usually matured in bourbon or sherry casks. As the 
name suggests, it is distilled only in Scotland under 
clear conditions and laws, but enjoys success around 
the world.
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CHIVAS REGAL 
A global icon in the industry, it embodies the 
best style and exclusivity. Sold in over 150 
countries, it is a timeless classic among whiskies. 
The home of this iconic spirit, with distinctive 
fruity tones and a full range of nut and straw 
undertones, is the Scottish Highlands’ oldest 
distillery Strathisla, operating since 1786. The 
tradition of mixing mature malt and grain whisky, 
made famous by the Chivas brothers in the 
1850s, is handed down from generation to 
generation.



Chivas Regal 12 YO
0,05 l / CH005

0,7 l / CH070

Chivas Regal 12 YO  

gift pack
0,7 l / CH070-C

1 l / CH100

2 l / CH200
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CHIVAS REGAL 12 YO
The heart of Chivas Regal 12 YO consists of delicious single malts, harmoniously 
blended with the highest-quality grain from Scotland. It is a pleasing glowing amber 
colour, rich, fruity, rounded and creamy. You can taste ripe, honey-sweetened 
apples, with vanilla, hazelnut and caramel tones. It is served straight or as part of 
top-shelf cocktails. 40% ABV.



Chivas Regal 12 YO / 0,7 l 

tin box
CH070-DT4

Chivas Regal 12 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses
CH070-DS1
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CHIVAS REGAL 12 YO
The heart of Chivas Regal 12 YO consists of delicious single malts, harmoniously 
blended with the highest-quality grain from Scotland. It is a pleasing glowing amber 
colour, rich, fruity, rounded and creamy. You can taste ripe, honey-sweetened 
apples, with vanilla, hazelnut and caramel tones. It is served straight or as part of 
top-shelf cocktails. 40% ABV.



Chivas Regal Extra / 0,7 l 

gift pack
CH070-EX

Chivas Regal Extra / 0,7 l  

gift pack with 2 glasses
CH070-EX-DS
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CHIVAS REGAL EXTRA
Symbolising all the quality of Chivas Regal and the Chivas Brothers, it is made from 
rare malt whisky, mostly aged in Oloroso sherry casks. The full aroma, dark, warm 
amber colour and rich taste with notes of pear syrup, vanilla, caramel, cinnamon 
and almonds are something special. 40% ABV.



Chivas Regal 15 YO / 0,7 l

gift pack
CH070-15Y
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CHIVAS REGAL 15 YO
This unique 15-year blend matures in barrels formerly used for cognac. The barrels 
come from that most prestigious of regions, Grande Champagne, where the world’s 
very best cognacs are born. A sweet aroma of jam, cinnamon, and raisins gradually 
changes into fruity tones of pear compote and milk caramel. This blend has a beautiful 
velvet texture and a long, rich finish with a hint of vanilla. 40 % ABV.



Chivas Regal 18 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
CH070-18Y

Chivas Regal 18 YO Pininfarina design / 0,7 l 

An exclusive gift pack made by the world-famous  
Italian studio behind Ferrari and Maserati – a combination 
of modern approach and tradition of Chivas Regal 
& Pininfarina
CH070-18Y-DT1
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CHIVAS REGAL 18 YO
A premium blend of over 12 rare kinds of Scotch. Its colour is a full, dark amber, its 
aroma hedonistic and multi-layered. A velvet dark chocolate taste gives way to 
elegant floral tones and a sweet, soft smoky tinge. Its 85 flavour traces make every 
sip a new and fascinating discovery. 40% ABV.



Chivas Regal Ultis / 0,7 l 

luxury gift pack
CH070-UL
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CHIVAS REGAL ULTIS
This exclusive blend honours the 5 master blenders, who have worked for Chivas 
since 1909. 5 generations are reflected in the content of 5 special single malt 
whiskies: Strathisla, Tormore, Longmorn, Allt A’Bhainne and Braeval. A rich aroma 
complements the complex fruity, spicy taste and golden champagne colour, and it 
comes in luxury packaging. 40% ABV. 



Chivas Regal 25 YO / 0,7 l 

luxury gift pack
CH070-25Y
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CHIVAS REGAL 25 YO
Blended in style of the original Chival Regal 25 YO from 1909, the world’s first 
luxury whisky, it is available in strictly limited quantities in individually numbered 
bottles. An enticing orange and peach aroma with tones of marzipan and nuts 
underline a full gold colour and taste with hints of milk chocolate, oranges and 
cream. 40% ABV.



Chivas Regal The Icon / 0.7 l 

exclusive hand-blown crystal decanter from  
the Darlington Crystal glassworks, stored in a leather case  
inspired by early 20th-century luggage
CH070-LE
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CHIVAS REGAL THE ICON
Tradition and the experience of master blender Colin Scott combine to create an 
exclusive, very mild blend of the highest quality. It is composed of prestigious 
whiskies from over 20 Scottish distilleries, some now defunct. Its exceptional 
character features rich honey, vanilla, dark chocolate and hazelnut tones. The finish 
is unusually long and delicious. 43% ABV.



ROYAL SALUTE 
This luxurious 21 YO blended Scotch whisky 
was created in 1953 for the coronation of 
Elizabeth II. It honours this famous occasion 
twice, firstly with its name, representing the 
traditional 21-gun salute marking important state 
or royal events, and secondly with the three 
colours of its ceramic bottles (ruby, emerald and 
sapphire), symbolising the precious gems in the 
royal crown.



Royal Salute 21 YO / 0.7 l 

exclusive gift pack 
including velvet case, 
ruby colour
RS070-ruby

Royal Salute 21 YO / 0.7 l 

exclusive gift pack 
including velvet case, 
sapphire colour
RS070-sapphire

Royal Salute 21 YO / 0.7 l 

exclusive gift pack  
including velvet case, 
emerald colour
RS070-emerald
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ROYAL SALUTE 21 YO
This exceptional blend of very rare whiskies, aged for at least 21 years, is produced 
in the Strathisla distillery – the oldest working distillery in the Scottish Highlands. 
The bottle conceals a mild amber colour, a candied-fruit, clove and caramel aroma 
and a rich, smooth taste with hints of chocolate and sweet smoke. 40% ABV.



BALLANTINE’S 
The world’s second most sold whisky dates 
back to 1827, when farmer’s son George 
Ballantine opened a shop in Edinburgh and 
began supplying whisky to customers. He later 
created his own blends and brought his two sons 
into the business. Although the prosperous family 
business was sold in 1919, its new owners kept 
the name Ballantine’s as an established brand of 
the highest quality.



Ballantine’s Finest / 0,7 l 

round tin
BA070-DT4

Ballantine’s Finest / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses
BA070-DS2

Ballantine’s Finest / 0,05 l / 0,5 l / 0,7 l / 1 l / 2 l 

BA005-1 / BA050-1 / BA070-1 / BA100-1 / BA200
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BALLANTINE’S FINEST
A sophisticated blend of carefully selected whiskies, all matured for at least 3 years. 
It has a heather honey aroma with hints of spice and a light gold colour. Its delicious, 
smoky, slightly sweet flavour suiting the modern style is best consumed straight. 
Also popular on ice or as a long drink, e.g. with cola. 40% ABV.



Ballantine’s Hard Fired / 0,7 l 

BA070-HF
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BALLANTINE’S HARD FIRED  
The characteristic flavour of Ballantine’s Hard Fired comes from double-burned barrels. 
The barrel wood allows the whisky to take on much stronger tones of vanilla and 
other spices, which adds to the smokiness while retaining its fineness. Ballantine’s 
Hard Fired tastes best straight at room temperature or on ice with finely roasted 
orange slices. 40% ABV.



Ballantine’s 12 YO  

0,05 l / BA005-1

0,5 l / BA050-1

0,7 l / BA070-12YO

1 l / BA100-1

2 l / BA200

3 l / BA300-1

Ballantine’s 12 YO / 0,7 l 

round tin, design by Leif Podhajský
BA070-12YO-DT2
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BALLANTINE’S 12 YO
A rich, smooth whisky blended with specially selected single malt and grain 
whiskies. Honey sweetness with a subtle oak and vanilla aroma and bright honey 
gold colour are underlined by complex, perfectly balanced honey and floral tones 
with creamy oak sweetness. Refreshing with a pinch of salt. 40% ABV.



Ballantine’s 17 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
BA070-17Y-1
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BALLANTINE’S 17 YO
Among the best-rated whiskies in Jim Murray’s famous Whisky Bible. Creamy, 
harmonious and oak sweet, it remains unchanged since the first blend in the 
1930s. A full, vibrant honey sweetness and creamy vanilla taste highlight the deep 
elegant aroma with hints of oak, smoke and vanilla and clear golden amber colour. 
40% ABV.



Ballantine’s 21 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
BA070-21Y-1
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BALLANTINE’S 21 YO
Highly recommended. A sparkling red-gold combined with a rich, honey-sweet 
floral aroma with apple tones and a smooth, rich liquorice flavour with traces of 
heather and smoke give it a delicious complexity. A sophisticated blend for special 
occasions. 40% ABV.



SINGLE MALT  
SCOTCH   
WHISKY  
Straight single malt whisky comes from a single 
distillery and is not blended with whisky from others. 
It is made exclusively from barley malt. Its characteristic 
flavour comes from ageing in oak bourbon, sherry or 
wine barrels. It is usually over 5 years old and is 
stronger and more aromatic.
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THE GLENLIVET 
This Scottish distillery owes part of its fame to 
its founder George Smith. In 1824, he became 
the first of many to register his originally illegal 
distillery for legalisation after a law was passed in 
1823. Its whiskies have a fruity flavour and 
explosive finish. Part of the production is used for 
the best blended whiskies.



The Glenlivet  
Founder‘s Reserve / 0,7 l 

gift pack
GLFR070 

The Glenlivet  
Founder‘s Reserve / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses
GLFR070-DS 
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THE GLENLIVET FOUNDER‘S RESERVE
This novelty in the Glenlivet portfolio, created to honour founder George Smith, 
has a typically fruity flavour. Its excellence is due partly to ageing in so-called white 
oak American first-fill casks – never previously used to age whisky. This maturation 
brings a delicate, fruity-cream finish with orange zest and pear tones. 40% ABV.



The Glenlivet 15 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
GL070-15Y
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THE GLENLIVET 15 YO
This magnificently structured interplay of fruits and spices has an intense and 
sweet aroma with hints of citrus fruits. Its full, sweet, incredibly delicate velvet 
flavour and finish are the result of selective maturation in oak barrels in Dordogne, 
France. 40% ABV.



The Glenlivet 18 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
GL070-18Y
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THE GLENLIVET 18 YO
This whisky perfectly balances a fruity maturity typical for Glenlivet and the dryness 
from maturation in oak casks. The aroma transitions from oak to floral in the finish 
with buttery and mature fruit tones. Its flavour mixes caramel and spicy orange with 
delicate oak undertones. 43% ABV.



The Glenlivet 25 YO / 0,7 l 

luxury gift pack
GL070-25Y
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THE GLENLIVET 25 YO
This super-premium single malt whisky is matured in Oloroso sherry casks, provi-
ding an extra deep and silky sweet flavour with hints of cinnamon, dark chocolate 
and orange zest. Dark amber with glints of gold, it has an intense, deep, enticing 
aroma of exotic wood, orange crème brûlée, candied fruit and pineapple.  
43% ABV.



The Glenlivet Nàdurra  
First Fill Selection / 0,7 l 

gift pack
GLND070-FF

The Glenlivet Nàdurra 
Oloroso / 0,7 l 

gift pack
GLND070-OC

The Glenlivet Nàdurra 
Peated / 0,7 l 

gift pack
GLND070-PT
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THE GLENLIVET NÀDURRA
“Nàdurra” (“natural” in Gaelic) describes how this unique single malt whisky is produced, 
using 19th-century techniques. Non-chill filtered, it is corpulent with a distinct creamy 
texture. This specific flavour results in three cask-strength variations of Nàdurra whisky, 
distinct in the unique combination of casks selected for maturation. 48% ABV.*
* Alcohol volume varies according to the batch.



ABERLOUR
Aberlour, a distillery located in its namesake 
village in Banffshire, produces Scotch malt 
whisky. It was founded by James Fleming in 
1879. Aberlour (“the mouth of the chattering 
burn” in Gaelic), probably relates to local 
St. Drostan spring which, though pictured on 
Aberlour’s labels, is not its source of water. 
Around half of the production is sold as single 
malt, with the rest used to produce blended 
Clan Campbell, belonging to the company.



Aberlour 12 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
ABR070-12Y
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ABERLOUR 12 YO
Rich, spicy and enticingly sweet – such is the official description of this delicious 
whisky. The water used is soft and contributes to the delicate central body. Its 
citrus character is not suppressed, but perfectly complemented and enriched from 
maturation in bourbon and Oloroso sherry casks, providing its fruitiness and deep 
flavour. 40% ABV.



Aberlour 16 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
ABR070-16Y
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ABERLOUR 16 YO
Outstandingly individual, it is matured in traditional oak casks and the finest sherry 
butts, creating a perfect balance of spiciness and fruitiness. A dry floral aroma 
with sweet raisins enhances the soft, fine fruity flavour of plums with an oak 
finish. 40% ABV.



Aberlour A’bunadh / 0,7 l 

gift pack
ABR070-AB
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ABERLOUR A‘BUNADH
An exclusive cask-strength single malt Scotch from Speyside. “A‘bunadh” means 
“original” in Gaelic, reflecting the use of traditional methods without chill filtration or 
colouring. It is only matured in first-fill Oloroso sherry casks. The result is an excellent 
creamy, corpulent and full dark-orange whisky with a rich sherry, mint and praline 
aroma. 60.8% ABV.*
* Alcohol volume varies according to the batch.



LONGMORN
Longmorn is derived from the Gaelic “Lhan-
morgund” (“place of the sacred man”) as the 
distillery stands on the site of an old chapel. 
Founded in 1894, it has changed owners several 
times. Yet for over 100 years, it has guaranteed 
a rich dominant flavour. Production is mostly 
used for Chivas, Something Special and Queen 
Anne blended whiskies.



Longmorn 16 YO / 0,7 l 

exclusive pack
LM070-16Y
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LONGMORN 16 YO
Thanks to its ingredients, this malt whisky has a unique Speyside character, enhan-
ced by using local spring water and barley from Moray. In its sweet taste you will 
first detect cinnamon and nutmeg. Honey and mango follow, transitioning into 
crème de mûres and cedar tones with hints of mint leaf. Not chill-filtered.  
48% ABV.



Longmorn 23 YO / 0,7 l 

exclusive pack
LM070-23Y
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LONGMORN 23 YO
The seductive aroma evokes soft vanilla pastry and creamy caramel, dipped in milk 
chocolate and honey. The flavour begins with ripe pears and sweet red apples, 
interlaced with spicy ginger cake. The finish is exceptionally long with a smooth 
velvet finish. Matured in traditional oak casks. Not chill-filtered. 48% ABV.



SCAPA
Established in 1885 in Orkney, Scapa is a small 
distillery which produces an outstanding 
Scotch malt whisky. It employs a small team of 
artisans of the craft, handed down for genera-
tions, and has only a single pair of stills. First-fill 
American oak bourbon casks bring a fine, sweet, 
fruity flavour with a long refreshing finish. Most of 
the production is used for Ballantine’s premium 
blend. 



Scapa Skiren / 0,7 l 

gift pack
SCA070
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SCAPA SKIREN
Meaning “shimmering sky” in Old Norse, it makes an equally vivid impression with 
a delicate floral aroma complemented by pear and pineapple. A velvety, sweet ripe 
honeydew melon and pear taste contrasts with an explosive fruit sorbet. A long, 
refreshing sweetness results, evoking the summer sky it is named after. 40% ABV.



STRATHISLA
Strathisla, the oldest continuously operating 
Scottish distillery, was established in 1786 by 
George Taylor and Alexander Milne on the bank 
of the river Isla in Keith, county Banffshire. 
Originally called Milltown, it took its current name 
in 1949. Part of the distillery’s production is used 
for Chivas Regal and Royal Salute blended 
whiskies. Its whisky is distinguished by its fine 
sweet taste.



Strathisla 12 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
STR070-12Y
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STRATHISLA 12 YO
With a long reputation, it is appreciated by experts as “the best kept secret of true 
connoisseurs”. This 12-year-old fruity oak malt whisky is characterised by its subtle 
honey taste with hints of sherry, vanilla finish and aroma with fresh oak tones, 
orange zest and hay. 43% ABV.



  
IRISH   
WHISKEY 
Irish whiskey from the Midleton distillery is triple-
distilled and very delicate. Unlike Scotch, it lacks 
smoke undertones, since local malt-houses do not 
use peat fires – malt is dried in tightly sealed ovens. 
Irish whiskey must be distilled in Ireland and matured 
in oak barrels no larger than 700 l in Irish tax ware-
houses for at least 3 years.
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JAMESON 
The world’s best-selling Irish whiskey was born 
in 1780 thanks to distiller John Jameson, and in 
just 40 years it became the second largest Irish 
whiskey producer. The distillery was hit twice in 
the early 1900s – by prohibition in the USA and 
Irish independence, limiting exports to the British 
Empire. Jameson, one of 4 distilleries to survive 
the crisis, joined the Irish Distillers Group in 1966. 
In 1975, production moved from the original 
distillery in Dublin to the new Midleton distillery in 
Cork.



Jameson Original  
0,2 l / JA020-1

0,35 l / JA035-1

0,7 l / JA070

1 l / JA100

Jameson Original / 0,7 l 

round tin
JA070-DT3

Jameson Original / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses  
(shot)
JA070-DS4
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JAMESON ORIGINAL
Triple-distilled with an exceptionally long ageing process in sherry and bourbon 
casks, its aroma is mildly floral with delicate spicy, woody and sweet tones. The 
exceptionally delicate taste is a perfect balance of spicy, nutty and vanilla tones 
with hints of sweet sherry. 40% ABV.



Jameson Caskmates
0,7 l / JACM070

1 l / JACM100
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JAMESON CASKMATES
Jameson Caskmates is matured in barrels used for stout, typical for its coffee and 
chocolate flavour. These tones remain, preserving the delicacy of triple-distilled 
Jameson Original, however the resulting experience differs – the finish is noticeably 
sweeter. 40% ABV.



Jameson Black Barrel / 0,7 l

JAS070
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JAMESON BLACK BARREL 
The base of this whiskey is pot-still whiskey, which is excellently complemented by 
a unique, sweet-grain whiskey. This balanced combination matures in burgundy-burned 
barrels that give it distinct wooden and spicy tones. It then matures in cherry wood 
barrels, which soften these tones. Jameson Black Barrel is only made once a year in 
limited quantities. 40% ABV.



Jameson  
The Blender’s Dog / 0,7 l

JAMS070-BD

Jameson  
The Cooper’s Croze / 0,7 l

JAMS070-CC

Jameson  
The Distiller’s Safe / 0,7 l

JAMS070-DS
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JAMESON WHISKEY MAKERS SERIES
This brand new Jameson range aims to bring together the talent and skills of its 
creators, 3 important men from the Midleton Distillery – Ger Buckley (cooper), Brian 
Nation (distiller) and Billy Leighton (master blender) – based on their expertise, taste 
preferences and named after their favourite tools. Not chill-filtered. 43% ABV.



Jameson 18 YO / 0,7 l

gift pack
JA187
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JAMESON 18 YO
Jameson 18 YO is a delicate, mellow whiskey with a deep colour of golden honey, 
which is distinguished by its carefully chosen oak barrels from America and Europe. 
Its aroma is made up of tones of sherry and aromatic oils, and touches of wood, 
spices, and caramel. The taste itself is complex with hints of wood, leather, nuts, and 
vanilla, while the finish is astoundingly spicy and intense. 40% ABV.



POWERS 
Powers was established in Dublin in 1791 by 
James Power, owner of a roadside inn. 30 years 
later his son was producing 150,000 litres of 
whiskey a year, a volume increased tenfold over 
the following decade. A knighthood was his 
reward for this commercial success. In 1866, the 
distillery John Power & Son became one of the 
first in the world to bottle its whiskey (whiskey was 
typically sold in barrels). Each bottle bore a gold 
label, hence the name – Powers Gold Label.



Powers Gold / 0,7 l

PWG100
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POWERS GOLD
One of few Irish Whiskeys matured only in oak bourbon barrels, it is made by mixing 
pot still and grain whiskey, both triple-distilled. This preserves its integrity and 
consistent taste, reminiscent of honey and a mixture of spices. Thanks to its high 
alcohol content it is not chill-filtered, preserving an irreplaceable, full, complex taste 
straight from the barrel. 43.2% ABV.



MIDLETON 
The old Midleton distillery was converted from 
a wool factory by the Murphy brothers in the 
1820s. Several small local distilleries merged to 
form the Cork Distillers Company. At the time, 
the distillery boasted the world’s largest still. After 
merging with Jameson and Powers following the 
creation of Irish Distillers Group in 1966, 9 years 
later a new Midleton distillery was built alongside 
the original, into which production from other 
IDG distilleries was transferred. Today it produces 
90% of Irish made whiskey.



Midleton Very Rare / 0,7 l 

gift pack
MD070
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MIDLETON VERY RARE
A premium whiskey named after the distillery. Production has been strictly limited 
since 1984 – master distiller Brian Nation personally selects 50 highest-quality 
bourbon and sherry barrels aged 12-25 years. It is sold in individually numbered 
bottles. A full mixed-spice aroma complements the vanilla and caramel milkshake 
taste and vibrant finish. Suitable as a collector’s item. 40% ABV.



REDBREAST 
The most delicate whiskey of its kind, it is 
a multi-award winning single pot still whiskey 
dating back to 1903. Made in the Midleton 
distillery from a blend of malted and unmalted 
barley, it is triple-distilled in traditional copper pot 
stills. Unmalted barley, typical for Irish whiskey 
since the 1700s, and at least 12 years of ageing, 
mostly in Oloroso sherry barrels, create Red-
breast’s typical character and exceedingly full 
taste. 



Redbreast 12 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack
REB070-12Y
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REDBREAST 12 YO
A honey-sweet spicy whiskey, its full flavour and aroma are born from maturation in 
Spanish Oloroso sherry casks, giving it a complex spicy and fruity aroma with distinct 
tones of toasted oak and a fruity, creamy, slightly acrid taste with pleasant hints of 
wood and long, luxurious reverberations in the finish. 40% ABV.



®

BOURBON 
It is a type of American whiskey made up of at least 51% 
corn (other additives incl. rye or wheat), that matures for 
at least two years in new oak barrels. It contains at least 
40% alcohol. The name bourbon comes from Bourbon 
County in the state of Kentucky, USA, where this whisky 
has been produced since the 18th century. How ever, the 
production of bourbon is not restricted by territory.
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®

FOUR ROSES 
Four Roses is known as the lightest and finest 
American bourbon. It has been made from 
traditional ingredients in the heart of the same 
state, Lawrenceburg, Kentucky, since 1888. 
A total of 10 production recipes contain the high-
est quality of corn varieties and a high proportion 
of rye. The unique yeast strains combined with 
limestone water guarantee an exceptionally fine 
taste and rich aroma. Thanks to this, Four Roses 
bourbon is also suitable for mixed cocktails.



Four Roses  
Yellow Label / 0,7 l 
FR070

®

Four Roses Yellow Label / 0,7 l

tin box 
FR070-gift pack*

*  When ordering, apart from the code, please also state 
that you would like gift packaging (metal box).
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FOUR ROSES YELLOW LABEL
The Four Roses Yellow Label is seen as the lightest and finest of American 
bourbon. It is a blend of all 10 recipes from the Four Roses distillery that 
are 5-12 years old. The colour is dark yellow, the aroma is slightly fruity to 
honey-like. The taste is distinct yet soft and smooth with fresh fruit, hints of 
pear and apple. It is served straight or used in cocktails. 40% ABV.



®

Four Roses  
Single Barrel / 0,7 l 
FRS070-1
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FOUR ROSES SINGLE BARREL
This premium bourbon is always only tapped off from one barrel. Each bottle is 
completely unique. It has a handwritten label with the barrel number and date of 
tapping. The aroma is spicy with a tome of flower blossom, caramel and vanilla. 
A light amber colour, its taste offers a hint of plums and cherries with maple syrup 
and cocoa. It is full bodied and fine and has an unbelievably long finish. 50% ABV.



Four Roses  
Small Batch / 0,7 l 
FR070-SB

®
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FOUR ROSES SMALL BATCH
Small Batch is a unique, hand-crafted bourbon. The term “small batch” refers 
to bourbon made by mixing the content of a small number of selected barrels. 
The master distiller selects four original bourbons at the peak of their maturity 
and creates a small batch of perfectly balanced bourbon with a very spicy 
flavour, a sweet fruity aroma and a touch of sweet oak and caramel. 45% ABV.



  
CUBAN  
RUM 
Many famous rums originated in Cuba. Given the 
large territory, their style cannot be precisely defined – 
the colonial glory days saw over 1,000 distilleries in 
Cuba. However, all are made from left-over molasses 
from sugar production. Cuba was celebrated by rum 
lover Ernest Hemingway, who enjoyed rum served 
straight and in various cocktails.
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HAVANA CLUB 
The world’s leading Cuban rum, Havana Club, 
has embodied the heritage and supremacy of 
Cuban rum-making since 1800. The name 
captures Cuban rum-making heritage and 
Havana’s unique atmosphere. The know-how of 
Maestros Roneros keeps alive the art of “anejami-
ento”: the distilling, ageing and blending of 
premium rums. Production begins with sugarcane, 
the main, carefully selected ingredient. The place 
and length of ageing are crucial. It is generally 
stored in American white oak bourbon barrels. 
Closely entwined with Cuban culture, Cubans 
take pride in this truly national icon.



Havana Club Añejo 3 Años
0,05 l / HC005-3Y

0,7 l / HC370-6

1 l / HC100-3Y
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HAVANA CLUB AÑEJO 3 AÑOS
Light and dry, this is a prestigious white Cuban rum, created by blending mature 
rums with fresh spirits; it ages in white oak barrels for 3 years. An aroma of carame-
lised pears and bananas with hints of smoked oak blends with a balanced taste, most 
apparent in mixed drinks or straight on ice. 40% ABV.



Havana Club Añejo  
Especial
0,05 l / HCE005

0,7 l / HCE070-1

1 l / HCE100-1

Havana Club Añejo Especial / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses
HCE070-DS
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HAVANA CLUB AÑEJO ESPECIAL
This excellent, distinct 5 YO golden rum is aged before final blending in specially 
selected barrels. The selection of young white oak barrels for the second finish or 
double ageing process creates a unique taste profile with notes of vanilla and 
caramel and a hint of woodiness coming through from the barrels. Excellent for 
a Cuba Libre. 40% ABV.



Havana Club  
Añejo 7 Años / 0,7 l 
HC770-6

Havana Club  
Añejo 7 Años / 0,7 l

gift pack 
HC770-6-gift pack*

Havana Club  
Añejo 7 Años / 0,7 l

gift pack 
HC770-6-gift pack*
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HAVANA CLUB AÑEJO 7 AÑOS
The original Cuban sipping rum. It takes over 14 years to create and the minimum 
age of any rum in the blend is 7 years. This guaranteed youngest drop policy is made 
possible by ageing and blending individual barrels, a truly unique rum-making 
technique. Exceptional and delicious: like quality wine. 40% ABV.

*  When ordering, apart from the code, please also state  
that you would like gift pack (a suede bag or box).



Havana Club Selección de Maestros / 0,7 l

gift pack 
HCSM070
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HAVANA CLUB SELECCIÓN DE MAESTROS
A triple barrel-aged rum, mixed from selected kinds of rums which are then aged in 
barrels, where the rum develops its character. Perfectly matured rum is then bottled. 
The rum distinguishes itself by a warm amber hue with a deep, red glow. The taste is 
first subtle, then complex and varied, with tones of coconut, coffee, tobacco and 
spices. 45% ABV.



Havana Club Añejo 15 Años Gran Reserva / 0,7 l

gift pack 
HC070-15Y-1
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HAVANA CLUB AÑEJO 15 AÑOS GRAN RESERVA
A rare rum, created by carefully selecting the best aged Cuban rums. The high-quality 
ageing process leaves no taste of alcohol whatsoever, incomparably fine tannins and 
a distinctly fruity aroma. Produced in limited editions for a small number of enthu-
siasts who know how to appreciate luxury Cuban rum. 40% ABV.



Havana Club Unión / 0,7 l

exclusive gift pack 
HCU070
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HAVANA CLUB UNIÓN
Ultra premium Havana Club Unión Cohiba Atmosphere results from collaboration 
between Asbel Morales, Havana Club’s master of rum production and Fernando 
Fernandez, famed Cuban cigar connoisseur. Its complexity, sweetness and intensity 
are best enjoyed straight or on ice with a Cohiba cigar to complement. 40% ABV.



Havana Club Tributo 2018 / 0,7 l

gift pack 
HCTR070-2
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HAVANA CLUB TRIBUTO
Havana Club Tributo 2018 is the third edition of a limited set which pays homage to 
the production of Cuban rum. It is created from a carefully selected blend of exclusive 
Cuban rums matured in 60-year-old barrels formerly used for smoky Scotch whisky, 
giving it an unmistakable character. Tributo 2018 is the first Cuban rum with a mellow 
yet distinctive smoky undertone. 40% ABV.



Havana Club Máximo Extra Añejo / 0,5 l  

HCMX050
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HAVANA CLUB MÁXIMO EXTRA AÑEJO
During the production of this exclusive rum, the highest quality and oldest premium 
rums that matured in the cellars of Havana Club were used. The dark amber rum is 
dry and sweet with a hint of wood and tones of chocolate, while its delicate aroma 
with a hint of smoke emits fine tones of pear. It is tapped into an elegant, hand-blown 
crystal glass carafe. It is produced in a limited edition of 1,000 bottles per year. 40% ABV.



COGNAC 
The best-known brandy made from grapes, to be 
called Cognac, the spirit must meet strict criteria. 
It must come from the area of Cognac in France, be 
made from white grape varieties Ugni Blanc, Folle 
Blanche or Colombard, and age in oak barrels for at 
least 2 years.
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MARTELL 
Established by Jean Martell in 1715, Martell is 
among the oldest Cognac manufacturers, 
symbolising excellence since its birth. In its 
300 years of existence it has been tasted by such 
figures as George IV, Louis Phillipe d’Orléans, 
Napoleon III, Alexander III of Russia, Franz Joseph I 
of Austria and Elizabeth II. Today its cellars conceal 
the most valuable eaux-de-vie or grape spirits, 
some dating back to 1830 – used to make the 
rarest Cognacs.



Martell V.S.  
Single Distillery / 0,7 l 

gift pack
MA070-1

Martell V.S.  
Single Distillery / 0,7 l 

gift pack with  
2 glasses
MA070-DS3 

Martell V.S. / 0,03 l 

MA003

Martell V.S. French Touch / 0,7 l 

A limited edition designed by 
the artist, Étienne de Crécy, 
means the bottle shines under 
UV light / MA070-LE
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MARTELL V.S. SINGLE DISTILLERY
Martell V.S. Single Distillery is a mix of cognacs from the Very Special category – there-
fore, high quality, at least two years old. The term Single Distillery in the name means 
that the eaux-de-vie comes from one distillery and thus has the same profile. The 
resulting blend is finer and fruitier and the taste is less spicy. It is served straight or as 
a base for premium cocktails. 40% ABV. 



Martell V.S.O.P.  
Medaillon / 0,7 l 

gift pack
MAV070

Martell V.S.O.P. / 0,03 l 

MAV003
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MARTELL V.S.O.P. MEDAILLON
The new range of traditional Martell V.S.O.P. cognac is a blend of 4-year-old 
extremely high-quality cognacs, which have matured in so-called red barrels, that 
is, barrels which have been used for maturing Martell V.S., giving them a reddish 
colour. These barrels give the final product a more balanced taste, full of fruity 
tones. 40% ABV.



Martell V.S.O.P. Medaillon  
French Touch / 0,7 l 

This limited edition designed by artist Étienne de Crécy  
embodies the vibrant energy of Parisian nights.  
The bottle glows under UV light.
MAV070-LE1
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MARTELL V.S.O.P. MEDAILLON FRENCH TOUCH
This popular cognac is a mixture of 10-12 year old exceptionally high quality 
cognacs of the Very Superior Old Pale category. It has a pleasant, very fine grape 
scent with tones of vanilla and oak wood. It has a full, mature, rather dry, smooth, 
multi-layer taste with hints of sweetness peaking during the rich, long-lasting finish. 
40% ABV.



Martell Cordon Bleu / 0,7 l 

gift pack
MAB070
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MARTELL CORDON BLEU
Created in 1912 for demanding clienteles of luxury hotels and restaurants, it 
astounds with a golden copper aspect and complex aroma, beginning with plums, 
continuing with hints of roasted almonds and culminating with cinnamon, honey 
and beeswax. A rounded and balanced fruity taste ends with spicy tones. 40% ABV.



Martell XO / 0,7 l 

exclusive pack
MAX070
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MARTELL XO
XO (Extra Old) designates eaux-de-vie aged for at least 8 years. Martel XO conceals 
8 and 20-year matured grape spirits. Its aroma is intricate – dried fruit and beeswax 
are followed by various sweet fruits and dried flowers, and finally a touch of the 
Orient and sandalwood. Its taste is dominated by apples, raisins and spices with 
a long, silky finish. 40% ABV.



Martell Cohiba / 0,7 l 

exclusive pack
MACOH070
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MARTELL COHIBA
Embodying the harmony of Cognac and Cohiba cigars, it is distinguished by its 
magnificent amber aspect. Its aroma is light and floral with hints of dried fruit, nuts 
and roasted coffee beans. A rounded, sweet taste offers a touch of liquorice with 
mild nutty tones to finish. Recommended with Cohiba cigars. 43% ABV.



L’Or de Jean Martell / 0,7 l 

exclusive pack
MAL070-2
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L‘OR DE JEAN MARTELL
One bottle conceals over 400 very rare eaux-de-vie up to 100 years old. Its origins in 
the Borderies and Grande Champagne regions guarantee a combination of a rich 
oriental aroma and smooth, delicate taste, soon intensifying. Its uniqueness is 
underlined by a blown glass bottle designed by Eric Gizard, hand-decorated in gold. 
40% ABV.



BRANDY 
The name brandy comes from the Dutch word 
“brande wijn” – burned wine. It is a wine or fruit spirit, 
dating back to the 1100s, when travelling merchants 
appreciated its durability. Another reason for its crea-
tion was tax – this was paid on a drink’s total volume, 
which was much smaller for distilled spirits than wine.
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ARARAT 
Since 1887, an integral part of life for several 
generations of brandy lovers, ArArAt is the 
world’s most famous and successful brand, 
bearing the name of the landing site of Noah’s 
ark. The mystical mountain is Armenia’s most 
famous symbol. It is also home to one of the 
world’s oldest vineyards. The Yerevan Brandy 
Company has been producing ArArAt for almost 
130 years using a traditional recipe of Armenian 
white grapes and spring water.



ArArAt 5 YO / 0,7 l

gift pack 
ARR070-5Y
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ARARAT 5 YO
This amber gold brandy has a fine and refreshing aroma of plums, peaches and dried 
fruit and a touch of dark chocolate transitioning into vanilla and cinnamon tones. 
The taste of toffee, plums and pears is fine and robust. A slightly bitter finish transitions 
into a mildly sour aftertaste. 40% ABV.



ArArAt Akhtamar 10 YO / 0,7 l

gift pack 
ARR070-10Y

ArArAt Akhtamar 10 YO / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses
ARR070-10Y-DS
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ARARAT AKHTAMAR 10 YO
The name is inspired by a tragic legend of Princess Tamara and her young love, whose 
last words were “Oh, Tamara”. It is a beautiful amber brandy with copper hues and 
a vivid, elegant aroma, dominated by tones of walnuts, beeswax, oak bark, vanilla and 
notes of plum. Its taste is solid, fine and sweet. 40% ABV.



ArArAt 20 YO / 0,7 l

gift pack 
ARR070-20Y-1
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ARARAT NAIRI 20 YO
The name originates from the land of Nairi, predecessor of Armenia, known for its 
unconquerable capital Tushpa. Nairi has a magnificently saturated, dark amber 
colour and a complex, silky mild aroma of baked bread transitioning into cedar 
tones. The taste is rich and full and delicious aftertaste. 40% ABV.



VODKA 
Vodka was first mentioned in 14th-century Russia. 
Its name is derived from a word meaning water. The 
clear beverage with a distinctly alcoholic taste is tradi-
tionally made from grain, but base ingredients may be 
potatoes, sugar beet, grapes or rice. The production 
process has several phases including fermentation, 
distillation, filtration and dilution.
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ABSOLUT 
Although introduced in its current form in 
1979, its origins date back to 1879. Now it is the 
world’s second best-selling brand of premium 
vodka and the fourth largest brand among premi-
um spirits. It is made from winter wheat from 
southern Sweden using a unique method of 
continual distillation – it is distilled over 100 times, 
ensuring its perfect clarity and thus giving rise to 
its name – absolutely pure vodka. There are 
numerous other varieties made by mixing Absolut 
vodka with natural flavours without added sugar.



Absolut Elyx / 1 l 
AV100-ELX
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ABSOLUT ELYX
The texture of the spirit defines the high quality of this vodka, which leaves a pleasant 
silky sensation in the mouth. The aroma is pure with a hint of anise with herbal and mildly 
spicy notes. The flavour of the full and natural body is supplemented by tones of macada-
mia nuts and cereals with a hint of white chocolate and freshly baked bread with a trace 
of dryness. The angular bottle is decorated with copper plates as a reference to the 
important role of copper in the production process. 42.3% ABV.



GIN 
Long ago gin was prepared as medicine. It was called 
Jenever and originated in 16th-century Holland. Eng-
lish soldiers brought it home and continued to produce 
it. Hugely popular, it was once considered the natio-
nal drink. In 1832, with the invention of the continual 
distillation apparatus, its quality greatly improved and 
many more unique distilleries were born.
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BEEFEATER 
Beefeater premium gin is among the few gins 
still distilled using the original method in 
London. A traditional representative of the 
London Dry Gin category, it is strongly linked to 
English history and tradition. It is made by 
ste eping, i.e. macerating herbs into a grain spirit 
and the subsequent distillation. Its name comes 
from beef rationed to guards at the Tower of 
London – today’s fortress housing the crown 
jewels. Thanks to the experience of master 
distiller Desmond Payne, the Beefeater Distillery 
produces a unique spirit with a refreshing citrus 
character and intense juniper aftertaste.



Beefeater 24 / 0,7 l 
BR070-SP24
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BEEFEATER 24
A super-premium gin, it is derived from an original 19th-century recipe, based on 
a 100% grain spirit. Besides 9 basic herbs, it is enriched by Chinese green and 
Japanese Sencha tea and grapefruit peel, with no added sugar or flavourings. These 
ingredients create a natural, perfectly balanced spirit with a deep taste and a fine tea 
intoxication. 45% ABV.



Beefeater Burrough’s Reserve / 0,7 l 
BRB070
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BEEFEATER BURROUGH’S RESERVE EDITION 2
An ultra-premium gin based on the recipe of founder James Burrough. It is small 
batch distilled in original 19th-century copper stills, and then rested in carefully 
selected oak Bordeaux red wine casks. It is designed to be sipped slowly and tastes 
fantastic chilled or at room temperature. 43% ABV.



Beefeater Crown Jewel / 1 l 
CW100-1
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BEEFEATER CROWN JEWEL
For years this gin was acclaimed by barkeepers across the globe for its character and 
aromatic complexity. After production was terminated in 2009, it is now returning as 
a limited edition. It is made in small batches as in 1993 when it was launched. The 
recipe contains 9 classic Beefeater gin herbs with added grapefruit, bestowing it with 
characteristic citrus tones. 50% ABV.



PLYMOUTH GIN 
A unique type of gin produced using a patented 
method originating from Plymouth in South-
-West England. This unique gin’s character reflects 
its place of origin. It was first produced in 1793 at 
Black Friars Distillery, originally a monastery where 
black monks would stay. A small monk is pictured 
on every bottle.



Plymouth Original Strength / 0,7 l 
PG070-3
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PLYMOUTH ORIGINAL STRENGTH
The recipe is based on a mixture of 7 natural ingredients, distilled in combination 
with pure grain alcohol. The overall expression is attuned with added soft water from 
Lake Dartmoor and the intense, complex juniper taste is tinged with sweet orange 
zest. This unique, full-bodied gin is an ideal base for classic cocktails and more. 
51.2% ABV.



MONKEY 47 
Monkey 47 is an eccentric gin, acquiring its 
unique character from berries and plant roots 
of the Black Forest Mountains and spices from 
distant India. The recipe contains 47 herbs, spi-
ces, flowers and berries, making it unique among 
gins. The base of its recipe was created in the first 
half of the 1900s by Royal Air Force Commander 
Montgomery Collins. Born in British India, he 
devoted a significant part of his life to preparing 
regional gin in Germany. Monkey 47 not only 
reflects his life story in its recipe, but also in its 
monkey-design labels. It is said that after WW2 
Collins adopted and named his hotel and gin after 
a monkey named Max.



Monkey 47 / 0,5 l 
MYDG050
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MONKEY 47
Monkey 47 contains traditional juniper, elder flower, blackberry leaves, 
jasmine, lavender, angelica and pomelo. Non-traditional ingredients include 
cranberries directly from the Black Forest. Thanks to a perfectly balanced 
combination of herbs you can taste traces of freshness, bitterness and 
slightly sweet tones, which every quality gin lover will appreciate. 47% ABV.



TEQUILA 
Tequila is primarily made in the vicinity of Tequila in 
the Mexican state of Jalisco. The primary raw ingredient 
is Mexican Agave tequilana, called Weber‘s Blue Agave. 
Accor ding to Mexican laws, tequila can only be made in five 
areas. Every bottled is labelled with NOM, which is a trade-
mark of tequila given by the Mexican law, and a number 
specifying the place where the tequila was made.
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OLMECA 
Olmeca brand tequilas are made at 2100 m 
above sea level in one of the 31 states of 
Mexico – in Jalisco, in the region of Los Altos. 
This region is renowned for red, rich in mineral 
soil, where Blue Agave, from which excellent 
tequila is made, grows best. Olmeca gets its 
unique premium flavour by thoroughly adhering 
to the strictest rules at all phases of its produc-
tion. It is exported to more than 80 countries 
worldwide.



Olmeca Blanco / 0,7 l

OTB070
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OLMECA BLANCO
Olmeca Blanco is made of Blue Agave by means of a special process, which empha-
sises its exceptional purity. The aroma of green pepper with herbal tones has a fine, 
lemon finish. The flavour is sweet with a fine touch of smokiness and notes of honey. 
It is either drank straight with lemon and salt or used in cocktails – the most popular 
are the Tequila Sunrise and Margarita. 38% ABV.



Olmeca Reposado / 0,7 l

OTR070
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OLMECA REPOSADO
This premium tequila has been awarded the prestigious prize of „Best tequila 
Gold 2003”. This was awarded by independent experts from the Beverage Testing 
Institute. Maturing in oak barrels gives it a beautiful, gold colour and fine taste. It is 
served with a slice of orange sprinkled with cinnamon. 38% ABV.



Olmeca Extra Aged / 0,7 l

OTA070-EX12
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OLMECA EXTRA AGED
Exclusive tequila, which comes from a combination of what are honestly the best aged 
tequilas. Its deep amber colour and fine, slightly sweet, honey flavour and long finish is 
supplemented by a spicy aroma with a hint of strawberries, cherries, plums and limes 
with a wooden sub-tone and a hint of black pepper. It‘s the only one of its kind with 
a base for experts, who long to savour the tequila taste directly or in selected cocktails. 
38% ABV.



Olmeca Altos Plata / 0,7 l

OTAB070
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OLMECA ALTOS PLATA
Olmeca Altos Plata is made of 100% Blue Agave. It is sweet, fruity with a light lemon 
aroma. The taste can be described as well-balanced, pleasant and long-lasting with 
tones of herbs cooked in Agave and a fresh hint of lemon and lime. It is drank straight 
or used as a base for many premium cocktails. 38% ABV.



Olmeca Altos Reposado / 0,7 l

OTAR070
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OLMECA ALTOS REPOSADO
Olmeca Altos Reposado is made of 100% Blue Agave. Its taste is sweet and citrus, 
strong yet pleasant. Oranges and grapefruit primarily dominate. Thanks to the combi-
nation of cooked Agave, vanilla and wooden notes, this tequila has an excellent 
balance and range of aroma. 38% ABV.



CHAMPAGNE 
Wine named Champagne must only be made in 
Champagne-Ardenne in northern France, and only in 
the permitted varieties: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and 
Meunier. Using the “Méthode Traditionnelle” (secon-
dary fermentation in a bottle) approx. 2,000 brands of 
world -famous exceptionally high-quality wine. Mumm 
and Perrier-Jouët are among the most famous.
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G.H.MUMM 
The originally German Mumm family, whose 
lineage dates back to the 1100s and contains 
barons and knights, launched a wine business 
in Cologne in 1761 and in 1827 established 
a company in Reims, France. They have used 
their trademark, the Cordon Rouge since 1875. 
After WW1, the German company was confisca-
ted. In 1920 René Lalou became head of the 
company and re-launched it. The re-launch was 
so perfect that today the company belongs 
among the world’s most successful Champagne 
producers and suppliers to the English royal 
court.



Mumm Cordon  
Rouge / 0,75 l

gift pack
MUCR075-C

Mumm Cordon  
Rouge / 0,75 l

gift pack with 2 glasses
MUCR075-DS2

Mumm Cordon Rouge 0,375 l / 0,75 l / 1,5 l 

MUCR0375 / MUCR075 / MUCR150
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MUMM CORDON ROUGE
Mumm Cordon Rouge has a shimmering straw yellow colour with a light 
sparkle and an aroma of pitted fruits and toasted brioche. Its taste is refreshing 
with a hint of ripe lemons. It lingers harmoniously in citrus tones. Compo
sition: 30% Chardonnay, 45% Pinot Noir, 25% Meunier. Dosage: 8 g/l. 12% ABV.



Mumm Cordon  
Rouge / 1,5 l

wooden box
MUCR150-DO2

Mumm Cordon  
Rouge / 0,75 l 

gift pack incl. ice bucket
MUCR075-DO2

Mumm Cordon  
Rouge / 1,5 l

gift pack
MUCR150-C
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MUMM CORDON ROUGE
Mumm Cordon Rouge has a shimmering straw yellow colour with a light 
sparkle and an aroma of pitted fruits and toasted brioche. Its taste is refreshing 
with a hint of ripe lemons. It lingers harmoniously in citrus tones. Compo
sition: 30% Chardonnay, 45% Pinot Noir, 25% Meunier. Dosage: 8 g/l. 12% ABV.



Mumm Le Rosé / 0,75 l

gift pack
MURO075-C
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MUMM LE ROSÉ
This elegant rosé Champagne was first introduced in 1958 at the Cannes 
festival. It has a salmon pink colour and a regular sparkle. A delicious taste of 
pink grapefruit with traces of strawberry, cherry and redcurrant is comple-
mented with a forest-fruit aroma. Caramel and vanilla dominate. Composition: 
22% Char donnay, 60% Pinot Noir, 18% Meunier. Dosage: 6 g/l. 12% ABV.



Mumm Demi-Sec / 0,75 l 
MUDS075
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MUMM DEMI-SEC
Continuing a more than a century-long tradition of sparkling dessert wines, 
it has an amber colour and a peach, pear, jam nougat, gingerbread and fruit 
jelly aroma, developing into tones of dried fruit. The taste is rounded and 
sweet with hints of honey candy with a distinctively fresh finish. Composition: 
10% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir, 60% Meunier. Dosage: 40 g/l. 12% ABV.



Mumm Cuvée R. Lalou / 0,75 l

gift bag
MULL075 
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MUMM CUVÉE R. LALOU 2002
This prestige or annual cuvée was created in 2007 by head cellar master 
Didier Mariotti in tribute to cellar master René Lalou. It has a strong, balan-
ced taste with a fresh attack and distinct, long finish and aroma of fresh and 
dried fruit with delicate vanilla, nougat and honey tones. Composition: 
47% Chardonnay, 53% Pinot Noir. Dosage: 6 g/l. 12% ABV.



Mumm Réservée Cuvée 4.5 / 0,75 l

MUCR075-RS45C 
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MUMM RÉSERVÉE CUVÉE 4.5
The unique Cuvee 4.5, created by the cellar master Didier Mariotti, matures 
in cellars for 4 years. It celebrates the diversity and prestige of five villages in 
the Champagne region, the Grand Cru. Initial freshness complements sweet 
undertones along with regular sparkle and aroma of citrus and white flowers. 
Composition: 40 % Chardonnay, 60 % Pinot Noir. Dosage: 6 g/l. 12% ABV.



Mumm Réservée Blanc de Blancs / 0,75 l

MUCR075-RSBDB 
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MUMM RÉSERVÉE BLANC DE BLANCS 2012
This Chardonnay variety is grown in the Cramant region in the heart of the 
Côte des Blancs and is produced in limited quantities. The aroma of white 
flowers is enriched by lemons and fresh fruit. It‘s delicate mineral, creamy taste 
develops to an intense and distinctive finish. Composition: 100 % Chardonnay. 
Dosage: 6 g/l. 12% ABV.



PERRIER-JOUËT 
Perrier-Jouët is among the world’s most res-
pected Champagne houses. It dates from 1811, 
when Pierre-Nicolas Perrier and Adèle Jouët 
married and established the Perrier-Jouët 
Champagne house in Epernay. With time it has 
gained world-fame and become a clear choice 
for special occasions not only in royal courts. 
In its entire history it has had only seven cellar 
masters.



Perrier-Jouët  
Grand Brut / 0,75 l 
gift pack 
PJ075-C1

Perrier-Jouët Grand Brut / 0,375 l / 0,75 l  

PJ0375 / PJ075

Perrier-Jouët  
Grand Brut / 1,5 l 
gift pack 
PJ150

Perrier-Jouët  
Grand Brut / 0,75 l

gift pack with 2 glasses
PJ075-DS1
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PERRIER-JOUËT GRAND BRUT
This excellent Champagne is born from a regular sparkle and intensive 
cream aroma with a hint of roasted French bread. Its flavour blends the 
freshness of citrus fruits with subtle pear notes with a hint of blossoming 
flowers. It is a light crystal colour with a slight greenish tint. Composition:  
20% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot Noir, 40% Meunier. Dosage: 10 g/l. 12% ABV.



Perrier-Jouët  
Blason Rosé / 0,75 l 
gift pack 
PJR075-C1
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PERRIER-JOUËT BLASON ROSÉ
A refined rosé with a slight hint of orange distinguished by a ripe bouquet. Its 
taste is full-bodied and rich, yet very light with hints of red fruits and wild 
strawberries, giving it a sweet marmalade flavour. The taste is complemen-
ted by an intense, balanced red fruit aroma. Composition: 25% Char donnay, 
50% Pinot Noir, 25% Meunier. Dosage: 10 g/l. 12% ABV.



Perrier-Jouët  
Belle Epoque / 0,75 l 
gift pack 
PJEV075

Perrier-Jouët  
Belle Epoque / 0,75 l

gift pack with 2 glasses
PJEV075-DS2
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PERRIER-JOUËT BELLE EPOQUE 2007
This prestige cuvée, will impress with its glinting light to white gold colour 
and fresh, regular sparkle. It has a captivating creamy aroma complemented 
by notes of dried apricots, acacia blossom and beeswax. The taste is seduc-
tive and enchanting. Composition: 50% Char donnay, 46% Pinot Noir, 4% Meunier. 
Dosage: 9 g/l. 13% ABV.



Perrier-Jouët  
Belle Epoque Rosé / 0,75 l 
gift pack 
PJEVR075
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PERRIER-JOUËT BELLE EPOQUE ROSÉ 2006
A sensual wine with hints of orange and a lively mousse. Rounded yet 
delicate aromas of red fruit with hints of nuts, brioche, honey and caramel 
highlight the fresh and strong yet mild taste, with a refined lingering finish. 
Suitable as an aperitif or with a meal. Composition: 50% Chardonnay, 45% Pinot 
Noir, 5% Meunier. Dosage: 8 g/l. 13% ABV.



Perrier-Jouët  
Belle Epoque Blanc de Blancs / 0,75 l 
gift pack 
PJEV075-BDB
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PERRIER-JOUËT BELLE EPOQUE  
BLANC DE BLANCS 2004
The purest and most elaborate embodiment of the Perrier-Jouët style. 
An aroma of lilac blossom, young fruit, grapefruit and peaches is enriched 
by hints of orange confit, vanilla and cream. The taste is distinctive with 
a fresh and enticing attack and a delicate and long finish. Composition: 
100% Chardonnay. Dosage: 8 g/l. 13% ABV.



ABSINTH 
Absinth is an herbal liquor with a high 50 to 80% alco-
hol content. The basic ingredient is the so-called “holy 
trinity” of herbs, i.e. wormwood (Artemisia absinthium), 
anise and fennel. It is produced by macerating herbs in 
alcohol, giving it its typically green colour. For most of 
the 20th century, Absinth was banned in the USA and 
almost all of Europe for its alleged harmfulness.
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PERNOD ABSINTHE 
The brand’s founder was Henri-Louis Pernod, 
who began commercially producing absinthe 
in 1797. At that time absinthe was one of the 
most popular alcoholic beverages, particularly 
among artists, poets and intellectuals. In 1805 
Pernod moved to Pontarlier in France to offer 
the product on the French market; he called the 
distillery La Maison Pernod Fils and possessed 
one distilling machine with a daily production of 
16 litres. After years of bans, Pernod Absinthe is 
once again produced following a recipe found 
in a 19th-century manuscript, using traditional 
processes without sugar according to legislation. 
Today the brand occupies a leading position in 
global absinthe production.



Pernod Absinthe / 0,7 l 
PDA070
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PERNOD ABSINTHE
This redistillate – i.e. a distilled distillate – is based on an original recipe. The 
base is a wine distillate, in which wormwood from Pontarlier and green 
anise are macerated. After further distillation, star anise, melissa, wormwood, 
hyssop and other secret herbs are macerated, giving the drink its wonder-
fully bright green colour. The palate is fine, fresh and complex. 68% ABV.



BITTER   
HERBAL   
LIQUEURS 
Bitters are prepared by macerating herbs in alcohol, 
creating a bitter or bittersweet flavour. Many famous 
examples were originally developed to cure various 
ailments, but became so popular that they are now 
enjoyed as aperitifs or as digestifs after meals.
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JAN BECHER  
PORTFOLIO 
The portfolio of Karlovy Vary herbal lique-
urs is dominated by Becherovka Original, 
which turned 200 in 2007. It is exported to 
over 40 countries. In 1807, creator Josef Vitus 
Becher (1769–1840) began sales in the shop The 
Three Skylarks, originally under the name English 
Becher Bitter as digestive drops. Exports began 
later in the 1800s. During socialism in Czecho-
slovakia, it was among the most successful 
exports. For its 100% natural ingredients and 
inimitable flavour, today Becherovka is popular 
worldwide. Premium liqueur Cordial and aperitif 
KV 14 are also made in Karlovy Vary. In 2008, 
Becherovka Lemond appeared.



Becherovka Original 
0,05 l / BE005 

0,1 l / BE010 

0,35 l / BE035

0,5 l / BE050 

0,7 l / BE070 

1 l / BE100-9

3 l / BE300

Becherovka Original / 0,7 l 

gift pack with 2 glasses
BE070-DS3

Becherovka Original / 0,7 l 

gift pack  
(paper tube)
BE070-DT3
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BECHEROVKA ORIGINAL
This national icon is made following a 200 year old secret recipe, giving it its 
characteristic bittersweet taste and golden colour. A 100% natural, high-quality 
alcoholic beverage, it is popular as an aperitif and effective digestif. Best 
served ice cold or in refreshing cocktails. 38% ABV.



Becherovka Original / 0,5 l 

gift pack with  
2 porcelain cups
BE050-DK1 

Becherovka Original Museum Collection / 0,05 l 

gift pack with Becherovka Original, Becherovka Lemond, 
Cordial and Aperitiv KV 14 miniatures
BE005-DM2
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BECHEROVKA ORIGINAL
This national icon is made following a 200 year old secret recipe, giving it its 
characteristic bittersweet taste and golden colour. A 100% natural, high-quality 
alcoholic beverage, it is popular as an aperitif and effective digestif. Best 
served ice cold or in refreshing cocktails. 38% ABV.



Aperitiv KV 14 

0,05 l / KV005

0,5 l / KV050
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APERITIV KV 14
Launched in 1966, this very dry herbal aperitif is aimed at enthusiasts of 
bitters without sugar. It has a bitter taste and dark red colour from its red 
wine content. Try cold as an aperitif, as a digestif or in a long drink.  
40% ABV.



Cordial
0,05 l / CM005

0,5 l / CM050
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CORDIAL
First known as Cordial – Medoc, this fine premium liqueur, a unique combi-
nation of linden flower extract and red wine, originated in 1910. Honey- 
coloured with a sweet aroma, it is best served cold, or in hot and cold long 
drinks. 35% ABV.



Becherovka Lemond 

0,05 l / LE005

0,5 l / LE050

1 l / LE100
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BECHEROVKA LEMOND
This fruit liqueur based on Becherovka Original, enriched with delicate 
taste of citrus fruits originated in 2008. Oranges, lemons and kumquats 
make this popular drink an extraordinary fruity experience. Drink neat, 
chilled at 4°C. 20% ABV.



OUR SERVICES 
Do you want to learn as much as possible about your 
favourite brand, or are you planning a pleasant expe-
rience for your friends or business partners? We offer 
the services of our ambassadors, who are ready to 
present popular distilled spirits and champagne to you 
or your customers. As well as an absorbing story, pre-
sentations also include professionally guided tastings.
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EXPERIENCES AND  
GUIDED TASTINGS  
We will be happy to prepare an evening filled 
with fun and discovery – whether on a specific 
theme, or tailored to your wishes upon agre-
ement – for you and your friends. 

• The art of blending / Mix your own whisky under 
the guidance of expert and whisky ambassador 
Zdeňek Kortiš.

• Whiskeys of the world / Compare different types 
of Scotch and Irish whiskies or bourbon as part of 
a guided tasting.

• The secret of gin  / Taste different gins like the 
professionals and become an expert on the use of 
herbs guided by ambassador Kateřina Kluchová.

• Rum & cigar or chocolate / Uncover the secrets of 
pairing flavours of rum with cigars or chocolate prali-
nes under the supervision of ambassador Jakub Vinš.

• Rum mixology / Learn how to mix excellent 
cock tails from Havana Club Cuban rum.

• Champagne / Take part in a guided champagne 
tasting and an unforgettable school of sabrage!

• The world‘s 10 best cocktails / Dive into the 
secrets of mixing cocktails and take away a pro-
fessional shaker.



ORIGINAL GIFTS 
Are you trying to think of a way to surprise your 
friends or to make your business partners happy? 
A bottle of a high-quality spirits or champagne 
brings delight to every occasion, especially if it 
comes with an original inscription!  

• Personalised bottles / Have an original gift 
made for you – a selected bottle of alcohol with 
an engraving of your choosing.
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